One-step analysis of brain perfusion and function for acute stroke patients after reperfusion: A resting-state fMRI study.
Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) can noninvasively estimate the perfusion and function of the brain. To investigate the perfusion and functional status using rs-fMRI in acute ischemic stroke (AIS) patients after reperfusion therapy. Prospective. Twenty-five AIS patients who underwent dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) upon hospital admission and both rs-fMRI and DSC scans at 24 hours after reperfusion therapy. 3T; DSC, rs-fMRI. The time delay of the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal was calculated using time-shift-analysis (TSA) and compared with the time to peak (TTP) derived from the DSC. For patients who exhibited partial or complete reperfusion in the supratentorial hemisphere, we quantified the function of different regions (healthy tissue, reperfused tissue, not reperfused tissue) by using three rs-fMRI measurements (functional connectivity, the amplitude of low-frequency fluctuation [ALFF] and regional homogeneity [ReHo]). Correlations between the functional measurements and modified Rankin Scale (mRS) scores were calculated. Dice coefficient (DC) analysis, two-sample t-tests, Pearson correlation coefficient. Twelve patients who exhibited complete reperfusion on their TTP maps showed no time-delayed areas on the TSA maps. For the remaining 13 patients with partial reperfusion (5/13) or no reperfusion (8/13) on the TTP maps, the TSA detected comparable time-delayed areas. Eleven out of 13 patients showed moderate to good overlap (mean DC, 0.58 ± 0.1) between the TTP and TSA results. Fourteen patients were chosen for functional analyses and most patients (12/14) showed abnormal functional connectivity in the reperfused regions. The reperfused and not reperfused tissues had lower mean ReHo values than those of the healthy tissue (both P < 0.001). The mRS scores showed negative correlation with mean ReHo values of reperfused region (R = -0.523, P = 0.027). DATA CONCLUSION: rs-fMRI might be a useful way to estimate both the perfusion and functional status for AIS patients after reperfusion therapy. 2 Technical Efficacy: Stage 1 J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 2019;50:221-229.